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Characterizing Transmission Loss Variability During
the Target and Reverberation Experiment 2013

Cristina D. S. Tollefsen and Sean P. Pecknold

Abstract—A significant driver of uncertainty in sonar perfor-
mance is the variability in underwater acoustical propagation
caused by environmental fluctuations and uncertainty in the po-
sition of sources, targets, and receivers. A set of echo-repeat ex-
periments was conducted during the Target and Reverberation
Experiment 2013 (TREX13), a sea trial that took place in April
to May 2013 in the Gulf of Mexico near Panama City, FL, USA.
The variability in measured transmission loss (TL) was charac-
terized using two different methods: Variability with respect to a
mean observed TL, and variability with respect to modeled TL.
Both one-way and quasi-reciprocal two-way TL measurements at
2250 and 7500 Hz were analyzed to characterize the variability
at timescales ranging from less than one second to several days,
with the results indicating that the acoustic propagation fluctuates
stochastically on all these time scales. The results of statistical tests
suggest that the TL variability can be treated as Gaussian fluctu-
ations about a central TL obtained from an acoustic propagation
model, with standard deviations of 5 dB over timescales up to one
day, or 10 dB over timescales from one to six days.

Index Terms—Acoustic propagation, underwater acoustics.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE variability of underwater acoustical propagation has
long been recognized as a fundamental problem in pre-

dicting sonar performance. Observations of fluctuations in sonar
detections during World War II spurred an initial review study
on acoustical variability [1] that examined how sound fluctua-
tions could be caused by environmental variability. Since then,
variability in the underwater environment and acoustical prop-
agation has continued to be a subject of theoretical and experi-
mental study, particularly in the littoral [2], [3].

Acoustical variability is caused by the effects of environmen-
tal fluctuations combined with the uncertainty in position of
sources, targets, and receivers. Today, it is impossible to com-
pletely determine all aspects of the underwater environment.
Therefore, a great deal of work has been undertaken to exam-
ine the statistics of environmental and acoustical fluctuations
as well as to model the sensitivity of acoustical propagation to
uncertain or variable environmental conditions and to determine
the effect of this sensitivity on sonar performance predictions
[4]–[11].
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In particular, Emerson et al. [12] divided variability into short-
term and long-term variability, using measurements at 900 Hz
in two sites with water depths from 100 to 130 m in the South
China Sea. The former is the variability around range-averaged
mean TL curves (on the scale of hours), and the latter is the vari-
ability of the range-averaged mean curves themselves (greater
than 8 h). On the shorter time scales, they found the variabil-
ity was between 1 and 3 dB, while the long-term (over two
years) range-averaged mean TL was not significantly different
between the two sites they studied. Previous measurements by
Pasewar et al. [13] of scintillation index have been made for low
frequencies in shallow water (224 and 400 Hz in 54 m of water)
and they found that intensities fit more closely to an exponen-
tial rather than the lognormal distribution. In addition, Emerson
et al. [12] and McCammon [14] have considered the question
of how inherent uncertainty in propagation and noise impacts
detection probabilities.

The goal of this paper is to examine the variability in transmis-
sion loss (TL) measured during a set of echo-repeat experiments
that took place as part of the Target and Reverberation Experi-
ment 2013 (TREX13) sea trial. The differences in TL variability
over space and time, as well as for different waveforms, will be
characterized both directly and through the use of propagation
modeling.

II. METHODS

A. Experiment

1) TREX Experiment Overview: The TREX13 sea trial was
a set of underwater acoustical experiments that took place
in April to May 2013 in the Gulf of Mexico near Panama
City, FL, USA (see Fig. 1). TREX13 was sponsored by the
U.S. Office of Naval Research, led by the Applied Physics
Laboratory, University of Washington (APL-UW) and Defence
Research and Development Canada (DRDC), Dartmouth, NS,
Canada. The trial was centered on a fixed source and fixed re-
ceiver and a towed echo-repeater deployed in 20 m of water. An
extensive set of complementary environmental measurements
was designed to facilitate the understanding of the underlying
reverberation and clutter mechanisms and support quantitative
modeling.

During TREX13 a source and receiver were deployed from
the R/V Hugh R. Sharp, which was anchored in a four-point
mooring. DRDC’s research ship, the Canadian Forces Auxiliary
Vessel (CFAV) Quest, towed an echo-repeat system consisting
of a towed receiver, onboard real-time echo-repeat processor,

0364-9059 © 2017 Crown Copyright
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Fig. 1. Location of TREX13 experiment (indicated by a red star) in the Gulf
of Mexico.

Fig. 2. (a) Echo-repeat run tracks, source location, and CTD measurement
locations for May 8–13, 2013, overlaid on bathymetry (m); (b) offset sound-
speed profiles from CTD measurements, each centered on 1525 m/s. The mean
sound-speed profile was calculated from the 11 measured profiles and extended
below the bottom for the purposes of running the propagation model.

and a source to transmit the echo-repeated pulses (see details
in Section II-A2 and [15]). The entire series of echo-repeat
experiments took place over the period of April 29 to May 13,
2013, and consisted of CFAV Quest performing outbound and
inbound runs along two tracks relative to the R/V Sharp and its
colocated source and receiver, one track each in the along-shore
and cross-shore directions (see Figs. 2 and 3). The experiment
was interrupted several times, including a period of four days
due to a storm which forced the R/V Sharp to leave its mooring.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram (not to scale) of experimental setup (see text for
details). A free-flooding ring acoustic source was fixed at a height of 2.1 m above
the bottom. CFAV Quest towed an echo-repeat system consisting of a line array
receiver (6.5-m depth), echo-repeat processor, and free-flooding cylinder source
(10-m depth). Echo-repeated transmissions were received on a horizontal line
array fixed at 1.2 m above the bottom. Notional direct paths for transmission
losses TL1 and TL2 are indicated.

TABLE I
EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS FOR ECHO-REPEAT EXPERIMENTS DURING

TREX13 (MAY 8–13, 2013)

Equipment Latitude Longitude Note

R/V Sharp 30.05990° N 85.68110°W heading 267°
ITC 2015 30.05975° N 85.68084°W depth 17.7 m
FORA (center) 30.05927° N 85.68058°W heading 353°, depth 18.6 m
Reverb track end 30.03170° N 85.06400°W bearing 129° relative to R/V Sharp
Clutter track end 30.03200° N 85.73610°W bearing 240° relative to R/V Sharp

The echo-repeat runs provided a rich data set for analysis
and included acoustical effects such as reverberation, bottom
loss and scattering, surface loss and scattering, one-way and
two-way TL, and target echo [16]. Our main focus is on the TL
variability that was observed during these experiments in the
period from May 8 to 13, 2013.

2) Echo-Repeat Run Setup: The 17 one-hour echo-repeat
runs from May 8 to 13 that are analyzed here were conducted
along two tracks, referred to as the reverberation (“reverb”) track
(along-shore) and the clutter track (cross-shore) (see Fig. 2).
Each 10-km long track began at the location of the R/V Sharp
with its fixed source and receiver (see Table I). Fig. 3 is a
schematic diagram (i.e., not to scale) of the overall experimental
geometry.

The fixed source was an ITC 2015 free-flooding ring trans-
ducer, with an azimuthally symmetric beam pattern and reso-
nance peaks at approximately 2.5 and 7.5 kHz. The source was
fixed at a height of 2.1 m above the bottom (17.7 m below the
surface).

The incoming transmissions for the echo-repeater were re-
ceived on a horizontal line array of 16 variably-spaced hy-
drophones (nominal sensitivity of −185 dB re 1 μPa/V) known
as the localizing aquatic mammals detection array (LAMDA ar-
ray), towed by CFAV Quest at a speed of 2.5 m/s. The array was
fitted with a pressure sensor to measure the depth, which varied
between 4 and 10 m as the ship maneuvered (mean and standard
deviation 6.1 ± 0.8 m). During the straight portion of the runs,
the array depth was generally steady near its intended depth of
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TABLE II
SOURCE LEVELS BY PING TYPE

Ping name Length Description Source level Note
(s) (dB re 1 μPa at 1 m)

PAS 0.5 s 1800–2700 Hz LFM 197.6 Reduced to 195.0 for dual band
runs from May 10 onward

CAS 18 s 1800–2700 Hz LFM 182.1
Trigger 0.25 s 7000–8000 Hz LFM 199.5

6.5 m. The incoming transmissions were processed using echo-
repeat software developed by DRDC [16], and retransmitted by
an ITC 2010 broadband cylindrical transducer that was mounted
inside a rigid frame and towed at a notional depth of 10 m (mean
and standard deviation 9.6 ± 0.5 m).

The returned echo-repeat signals were received on the five-
octave research array (FORA) [17], a 144-element horizontal
triplet array with 0.2-m spacing of the 48 triplets and a sampling
rate of 12.5 kHz. The FORA array was tethered in a fixed
position near the R/V Sharp, 1.2 m above the seafloor (18.6 m
below the surface).

In order for the echo-repeater to identify the incoming pulse to
be repeated, a 0.25-s trigger pulse consisting of a 7000–8000-Hz
linear frequency modulated (LFM) waveform began each trans-
mission, followed by 0.25 s of silence, and then the main echo-
repeat waveform. Two main types of waveforms or pulses are
discussed here, each with a 20-s repeat rate: Continuous active
sonar (CAS) pulses and pulsed active sonar (PAS) pulses. Both
were 1800–2700-Hz LFM sweeps, but with two different pulse
lengths: 18 s for CAS, and 0.5 s for PAS. Two different modes
of echo-repeater were used with both CAS and PAS pulses: The
“ping pong” mode and the “dual band” mode, described in more
detail in [16]. For the ping pong mode the initial 1800–2700-Hz
transmission was recorded and retransmitted during the next in-
coming pulse (i.e., 20 s later), resulting in echo-repeats for half
the pulses. For the dual band mode, two waveforms were trans-
mitted simultaneously: The main 1800–2700-Hz LFM and an
out-of-band pulse (3000–4500-Hz LFM) that was 60% as long
as the main PAS or CAS pulse. Both pulses were recorded and
the out-of-band pulse was echo-repeated at a reduced sample
rate 200–500 ms later to emulate the original pulse. All pulses
were 10% Tukey shaded (5% at each end). The pulse types and
source levels (SLs) used for each are summarized in Table II,
while the dates, times, tracks, and pulse types for each run are
summarized in Table III. For the “trombone” runs in Table III,
CFAV Quest began on an outbound track to 5-km range, turned
and retraced her path on an inbound track to 3-km range, then
turned again and proceeded outbound to 6-km range.

One-way TL was measured using transmissions originat-
ing from the fixed ITC 2015 source that were received on
the towed LAMDA array for runs between May 8 and 13
(Table III). Comparisons of the quasi-reciprocal (“two-way”)
TL were also made: The “incoming” transmission loss TL1
from the ITC 2015 source received on LAMDA was compared
with the “outgoing” transmission loss TL2 from the ITC 2010
source received on FORA. The echo-repeat mode was used on
multiple runs with varying target strength settings ranging from

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF RUNS (DATES, TIMES, PING TYPES, AND TRACKS)

AND CTD CASTS (DATES, TIMES, AND LOCATIONS)

Date/time Run/CTD Ping type Location

May 8, 2013
08:13 L CTD01 near source
09:10 L r63 CAS ping pong clutter outbound
10:30 L r64 CAS dual band clutter inbound
11:45 L r65 PAS ping pong clutter outbound
13:00 L r66 PAS dual band clutter inbound
15:10 L r67 PAS ping pong reverb outbound
18:43 L CTD02 near source

May 9, 2013
04:48 L CTD03 reverb track end
08:36 L CTD04 reverb track end
12:00 L r73 CAS ping pong reverb outbound
16:00 L r77 PAS dual band reverb outbound
17:56 L CTD05 reverb track end

May 10, 2013
07:47 L CTD06 near source
10:00 L r80 CAS ping pong clutter outbound
12:00 L r82 PAS ping pong clutter outbound
14:00 L r84 CAS dual band reverb outbound
16:00 L r86 PAS dual band reverb outbound

May 11, 2013
07:28 L CTD07 near source
17:51 L CTD08 clutter track end

May 12, 2013
07:48 L CTD09 near source
10:00 L r96 CAS ping pong reverb outbound
14:00 L r100 CAS dual band reverb trombone
16:00 L r102 PAS dual band reverb trombone
18:18 L CTD10 near source

May 13, 2013
07:38 L CTD11 near source
10:00 L r106 CAS dual band clutter outbound
14:00 L r110 PAS dual band clutter outbound
15:00 L r112 CAS dual band reverb outbound

A map of run tracks and CTD locations is provided in Fig. 2.

0–25 dB during the May 8–13 period; however, the discussion
of two-way TL will be limited to the subset of echo-repeats
with 25-dB target strength (r63, r64, r65, r67, r73, and r77, all
on May 8 and 9).

3) Environmental Measurements: Conductivity-temperatu-
re-depth (CTD) casts were performed one to three times each
day at locations of convenience (see Table III) as dictated by
operational tempo, using a handheld YSI Castaway profiler.
Fig. 2(a) is a plot of the locations of CTD casts and the reverb
and clutter tracks, overlaid on the local bathymetry. The reverb
track approximately follows the 20-m isobath at a heading of
129°, while the clutter track is downslope from the source at a
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Fig. 4. Environmental conditions at the TREX13 site during the period May
8 to 13, 2013: (a) Air and water temperature from the Panama City tidal gauge
station and CTD surface temperature measured by CFAV Quest, (b) wind speed
and direction as measured by CFAV Quest, and (c) significant wave height
measured at the TREX13 site.

heading of 240°. The range of water depth along each track is
narrow: 18.7–20.5 m for the reverb track, and 18.8–23.9 m for
the reverb track.

Fig. 2(b) is a plot of the sound-speed profiles computed from
each CTD cast in Table III at the locations in Fig. 2(a). Most of
the profiles are weakly downward-refracting at the base of the
thermocline, which varies in depth from 8 to 14 m, except for
CTD01, which is weakly upward-refracting. The late-afternoon
profiles (CTD02, 05, 08, and 10), taken between 17:00 and
18:00 local time, show evidence of a thermocline and stratifica-
tion caused by solar heating and evaporation during the course
of the day. Night-time cooling gives rise to the near-isospeed
profiles observed during the night (CTD03) and in the mornings
(CTD04, 06, 07, 09, 11).

Fig. 4 provides an overview of the environmental condi-
tions at the trial location during the period of May 8–13 based
on hourly averages. Fig. 4(a) is a plot of the air temperature
at 5.6-m height and water temperature at 1.5-m depth mea-
sured at the Panama City tidal station (Station ID 8729108) as
well as the water temperature averaged from surface to 1.5 m

measured from the CTD casts (see Table III and Fig. 2). There
is a clear diurnal pattern of solar heating for both the air and
water temperature, along with an overall increase in water tem-
peratures over the six-day period. Fig. 4(b) is a plot of the
wind speed and direction as measured by the anemometers on
CFAV Quest. On May 8, the wind, originally from the north-
west at 5 m/s, shifted direction and reached speeds as high as
8 m/s, remaining between southeast and southwest until May 12,
when it again shifted northerly and then northeasterly at speeds
of 4–8 m/s. Fig. 4(c) is a plot of the significant wave height
measured at the TREX13 site using a Datawell DWR-G4 direc-
tional wave buoy at 30.03258◦N, 85.64127◦W [18]. The correla-
tion coefficient between wave height and wind speed was 0.45,
indicating a weak correlation between wind speed and wave
height, not surprising since winds from the southerly and south-
westerly directions have over 600 km of fetch across the Gulf
of Mexico, while those from the north and northeast have very
limited fetch given that the TREX13 location was within 15 km
of shore.

B. Data Analysis

1) Signal Processing: The TL was computed for each
2250-Hz main pulse (TL2250) and 7500-Hz trigger pulse
(TL7500) using matched filter processing. It was not possible
to use the integrated energy of the pulse to compute the received
level (RL) because the time between the received transmission
and echo-repeat transmission (200–500 ms) was less than the
pulse length. The bandwidth of the signals allowed sufficient
resolution to distinguish the matched filter peaks of the original
and echo-repeated pulses.

For the one-way TL calculation from the fixed source to the
towed receiver (TL1 ), the received signal from LAMDA channel
3 was correlated with doppler-shifted replicas corresponding to
relative velocities from−5 to +5 m/s. The RL was then given by
the maximum of the matched filter output and the TL was com-
puted based on the transmitted waveform SL (TL = SL − RL).

For the two-way TL calculation from the towed echo-repeater
source to the fixed receiver (TL2), the RL was calculated by
beamforming a linear subarray of 48 hydrophones (the first of
each triplet) in the time domain, forming 78 Hanning-weighted
beams. A window of ±2 beams around the bearing from the
receiver to the CFAV Quest source was used, and the beam
time series were matched-filter processed with a set of replicas
covering the Doppler space from −10 to +10 m/s. Automatic
pulse extraction was performed by first calculating local maxima
around the expected time-of-arrival using a moving average,
and finding the local maximum within 1 s of the expected time-
of-arrival. The echo-repeat arrival was then taken as the peak
arrival within 0.1 s of that local maximum. The echo-repeat SL
was calculated from the voltage applied to the ITC 2010 source
modified by its transmitting voltage response curve. The TL
was then given by the difference between the SL for the echo-
repeated pulse and the peak echo-repeat arrival RL on the fixed
receiver (TL = SL − RL).

In some cases there were drop outs of either the trigger pulse
or of the main pulse and at times the last pulse on some CAS
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runs was not fully recorded; therefore these pulses were omitted
from further analysis.

2) Third-Octave Range Bin Averaging: For each run, a mean
TL curve as a function of range (TLmean ) was computed using a
logarithmic range-averaging technique similar to that described
by Emerson et al. [12]. The TL data were averaged in decibel
units at each frequency (2250 and 7500 Hz) using one-third
octave range bins centered on 500–10 000 m. In addition, mean
TL curves for each track were calculated by combining data
from all runs on the same track, and an overall mean TL curve
for the entire data set was calculated by combining data from
all the runs.

3) Model Setup: TL modeling was performed using
DRDC’s implementation of the Bellhop model [14], [19]. The
model was run in incoherent mode at 2250 and 7500 Hz, with a
10-m range step and 0.5-m depth resolution. Other model inputs
included the range-dependent bathymetry as measured by CFAV
Quest along the clutter and reverb tracks, a sound-speed profile,
and a wind speed. Since all the CTD casts (see Table III) were
temporally or spatially separated from the echo-repeat runs,
and given the timescale of changes to the water column, it was
not clear what the “closest” CTD cast would be for each run;
therefore, the mean sound-speed profile over the six-day period
from May 8 to 13 [plotted in Fig. 2(b)] was used as a model
input. The mean wind speed during the same period was used
along with the Beckmann–Spizzichino surface scattering sub-
model in Bellhop. Based on results from in situ measurements
taken during the trial using a free-fall cone penetrometer, the
bottom was modeled as a semi-infinite fluid layer with sound
speed cb = 1660 m/s, density ρb = 1.9 kg/m3 , and attenuation
λb = 0.5 dB/λ.

To validate the use of the narrowband model at each center
frequency, a broadband coherent TL model [20] was run using
the mean sound-speed profile, and the output was averaged over
range and depth bins corresponding to the CAS and PAS signals.
The mean and standard deviation of the difference between the
narrowband and broadband models was 0 ± 2 dB.

4) Variability Analysis: The goal of this paper is to char-
acterize TL variability about a “central” TL and to determine
whether the variability is normally distributed about the central
TL. It is not immediately clear how to determine a suitable cen-
tral TL when the TL varies on so many different time and spatial
scales; therefore, two choices for central TL were investigated:
The mean observed TL (Section II-B2), and TL derived from a
model (Section II-B3). To approximately match their time and
spatial scales, the mean TL for each track was used, and the
modeled TL was based on the overall mean sound-speed profile
and the corresponding bathymetry for each track.

The variability with respect to the mean TL was computed for
each pulse as the difference between the measured TL (TL2250
or TL7500) and TLmean , which was linearly interpolated in
range from the range-averaged TLmean curve for the same ship
track and frequency, giving ΔTL2250

mean = TL2250 − TLmean
and ΔTL7500

mean = TL7500 − TLmean [12], [21].
The variability with respect to the modeled TL was computed

for each pulse as the difference between the measured TL and
modeled TL at the same range and depth for the same ship track

and frequency, resulting in ΔTL2250
model = TL2250 − TLmodel

and ΔTL7500
model = TL7500 − TLmodel . Although there was a

record of receiver depth at each pulse time, preliminary test-
ing revealed that the array did not always lie horizontally while
under tow, and it was subject to significant changes in tilt and
depth (e.g., 2-m depth change in 20 s) during course corrections
as small as 15°. Therefore, the uncertainty in receiver depth for
a given pulse was taken into account by determining the range
of depths during the previous pulse, current pulse, and follow-
ing pulse, and then calculating a depth-averaged TLmodel as a
function of range over this depth window. Next, TLmodel was
calculated by either interpolating in range (for pulses less than
1-s long), or averaging over range traveled by the ship during
the pulse (for pulses longer than 1 s).

5) Statistical Tests: Two statistical tests were applied to var-
ious groupings of the ΔTL data: The Anderson–Darling (AD)
test to determine whether data were normally distributed, and
the two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test to determine
whether different data sets were drawn from the same underlying
distribution. For all the statistical tests described in Section III,
the level of significance used to reject the null hypothesis was
α = 0.001.

The AD test for normality [22] was used to determine whether
distributions of variability ΔTL within a run fit a Gaussian dis-
tribution with unknown parameters [23]. The AD tests produces
a test statistic and an associated p-value, which expresses the
probability of obtaining a test statistic at least as large if indeed
the null hypothesis is correct. The null hypothesis H0 for the
AD test is that the data are normally distributed; p-values less
than the chosen level of significance α were used as evidence to
reject the null hypothesis.

The two-sample KS test was used in two ways: 1) On each
run with the pair of sets of ΔTL at the two frequencies; and
2) on pairs of sets of ΔTL at the same frequencies from different
runs. The KS test compares the cumulative distribution function
of two data sets under the null hypothesis H0 that the sets are
sampled from sets of identically distributed data [24], [25]. The
p-value associated with each KS test indicates the probability
that the value of the statistic would be exceeded under the null
hypothesis, i.e., if the observed p-value is lower than a prede-
termined level of significance α the null hypothesis is rejected
and the two sample sets are assumed to be drawn from different
distributions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Model Results

An example of the TL model results is shown in Fig. 5, which
is a false-color image of the modeled TL as a function of range
and depth along the reverb track at 2250 Hz [see Fig. 5(a)] and
7500 Hz [see Fig. 5(b)]. Fig. 5(c) is a plot of the TL at the no-
minal receiver depth (6.5 m) as a function of range. There are
significant differences in the spatial pattern and values of the
TL for the two frequencies: In Fig. 5(c) the TL at the receiver
depth (dashed black line) is 75 dB at 10-km range and 2250 Hz
and 90 dB at the same range and 7500 Hz.
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Fig. 5. False-color images of modeled incoherent TL (dB) as a function of
range (km) and depth (m) along the reverb track, using the mean sound-speed
profile (a) at 2250 Hz, and (b) at 7500 Hz. The source is indicated by a filled
black triangle and the nominal receiver depth is marked with a dashed black line.
(c) Plot of TL (dB) as a function of range (km) averaged over the 6–7-m depth
bins (nominal receiver depth was 6.5 m) for 2250 Hz (red line) and 7500 Hz
(blue line).

Fig. 6. TL as a function of range for runs on May 8–13, 2013, by frequency:
(a) 2250 Hz, 0.5-s pulse/PAS (blue), 18-s pulse/CAS (red), 20 log R + αR
(thin black line), model results (thick black line); (b) 7500 Hz, 0.25-s pulse
(black), 20 log R + αR (thin black line), model results (thick black line);
(c) difference TL7500 − TL2250 calculated for each PAS (blue) or CAS (red)
pulse, difference in model results (thick black line).

B. One-Way TL

1) Data Overview: Fig. 6 is a scatter plot of the measured
TL for each pulse at 2250 Hz [see Fig. 6(a)] and 7500 Hz
[see Fig. 6(b)] as a function of range, for all the pulses over

the six-day period of May 8–13, 2013. Two theoretical TL
curves are overlaid as a visual guide: The curve for spheri-
cal spreading loss with attenuation, and the curve calculated
from model results. The spreading loss was calculated using
TL = 20 log R + αm R, with R in meters, αm = 1.41 × 10−4

dB/m at 2250 Hz, and αm = 6.10 × 10−4 dB/m at 7500 Hz.
The TL curve based on model results was averaged over both
tracks and the 6–7 m depth bins.

The scatter in TL at any given range is large (±10 dB) and
does not depend on range. The measured TL is less than spher-
ical spreading at 2250 Hz and approximately equal to spherical
spreading at 7500 Hz, while the Bellhop model TL is approxi-
mately centered on the measured data at 2250 Hz, but is smaller
than most of the measured data at 7500 Hz. Looking at all the
pulses grouped by frequency and pulse length, the mean differ-
ence and standard deviation were ΔTL2250

model= −2.4 ± 4.2 dB
for the 18-s CAS pulses, ΔTL2250

model= −0.6 ± 3.9 dB for the
0.5-s PAS pulses, and ΔTL7500

model= 2.9 ± 5.1 dB for the 0.25-s
pulses. Although the mean values are within one standard devia-
tion of zero, the measured TL is smaller than model predictions
at 2250 Hz and larger than model predictions at 7500 Hz. Small-
scale roughness either from waves or bottom roughness would
tend to increase the relative loss of the higher frequency wave-
forms. Model estimates of loss due to bubbles could also be
overestimated, as the surface loss model is predicated on a fully
developed sea. Furthermore, at 2250 Hz the average CAS TL
is 1.6 dB smaller than the average PAS TL, suggesting that the
relative coherence loss (which is larger for the PAS pulses than
the CAS pulses) reduces the TL in the PAS case.

Fig. 6(c) is a plot of the difference in TL between the two
frequencies (TL7500 − TL2250) for each pulse pair as a function
of range. For both the CAS and the PAS runs, the TL difference
has no range dependence [see Fig. 6(c)], with linear regression
coefficients of less than 0.002 for both types of runs. The mean
difference and standard deviation is 11.6 ± 6.0 dB for the CAS
runs and 13.0 ± 5.5 dB for the PAS runs. The expected TL
difference between frequencies [the black line in Fig. 6(c)] can
be subtracted from each value of TL7500 − TL2250 , leaving an
average of 5.2 ± 5.6 dB and 3.8 ± 6.3 dB of TL difference
unexplained for CAS and PAS pulses, respectively. There is no
way to determine whether the additional difference is due to the
model overestimating the TL at 2250 Hz or underestimating the
TL at 7500 Hz, or the sum of both systematic offsets.

2) Range-Binned TL: Fig. 7 contains plots of TL2250
mean as

a function of range and grouped by day [see Fig. 7(a)–(e)].
Fig. 7(f) is a plot of TL2250

mean as a function of range for all pulses
along each track, and for the entire data set. Dashed lines denote
runs along the reverb track and solid lines denote runs along the
clutter track. Sunrise and sunset times on May 10, the midpoint
of the data set, were 05:52 L and 19:30 L (local time was Central
Daylight Time). The TL plot lines are colored to indicate the
time of day for each run: Blue for morning (sunrise—10:30),
red for mid-day (10:30–15:00) and green for afternoon (15:00—
sunset). The overall shapes of the TL curves are generally similar
on any given day, with scatter as high as ±5 dB from run to run.
There is no consistent effect of time of day or pulse length (i.e.,
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Fig. 7. Third-octave range-averaged TL (dB) as a function of range (km) for
18-s CAS and 0.5-s PAS pulses at 2250 Hz, with dotted lines indicating runs
along the reverb track and dashed lines indicating runs along the clutter track.
The plot colors indicate the time of day for the run: morning (blue), mid-day
(red), or afternoon (green). Symbol fill indicates pulse type: CAS (filled) or
PAS (hollow). Subplots (a) through (e) each contain the runs for a single day:
(a) May 8, (b) May 9, (c) May 10, (d) May 12, (e) May 13, while (f) contains
the average curve for each track as well as that for the combined data set of all
TL measurements at 2250 Hz.

PAS or CAS) on the TL. For ranges greater than 2 km, the TL
along the clutter track is 4-dB higher than that on the reverb
track [see Fig. 7(f)]. The TL difference between tracks is not
consistent on individual runs; e.g., on May 10 [see Fig. 7(c)],
the dotted green line (reverb track) is overlaid on the dashed
blue line (clutter track) to ranges of 8 km.

Fig. 8 contains plots of TL7500
mean as a function of range and

grouped by day, with the same plot arrangement and symbology
as in Fig. 7. The TL curves at 7500 Hz are less smooth than
those at 2250 Hz and the overall mean TL is 12 dB higher at
10 km range for 7500 Hz compared to 2250 Hz, consistent with
model predictions [see Fig. 5(c)]. One noticeable feature is the
higher loss (10–12 dB greater) at ranges beyond 2 km along
the trombone runs on May 12 [see Fig. 8(d)], likely caused by
changes in the depth of the towed receiver in response to the
maneuvers of CFAV Quest. The mean TL curves on each track
[see Fig. 8(f)] are within 3 dB of each other and there is no
systematic difference between the two tracks as was seen at
2250 Hz.

3) Statistics: Recall (see Section II-B4) that one of the ques-
tions being explored is how to choose an appropriate central
value about which the TL variability (ΔTL) is calculated, and
furthermore, to explore whether the data are normally distributed
about the central TL. Fig. 9(a) is a sample histogram calculated
using the modeled TL as the central TL, while Fig. 9(b) is
a histogram calculated using the mean TL as the central TL.
According to the AD test results, the histogram in Fig. 9(a)

Fig. 8. Third-octave range-averaged TL (dB) as a function of range (km) for
0.25-s pulses at 7500 Hz, with dotted lines indicating runs along the reverb track
and dashed lines indicating runs along the clutter track. The plot colors indicate
the time of day for the run: morning (blue), mid-day (red), or afternoon (green).
Subplots (a) through (e) each contain the runs for a single day: (a) May 8,
(b) May 9, (c) May 10, (d) May 12, (e) May 13, while (f) contains the aver-
age curve for each track as well as that for the combined data set of all TL
measurements at 7500 Hz.

Fig. 9. Histograms of ΔTL at 2250 Hz for run r77 using (a) model TL as the
central value and (b) mean TL as the central value. The AD test results indicate
that (b) is not normally distributed.

is normally distributed, while Fig. 9(b) is not, with a level of
significance α = 0.001.

The AD test was run on all the TL data sets at both 2250 and
7500 Hz and using both types of TL (modeled and measured)
as the central value. Fig. 10 is a plot of the mean and standard
deviation in variability at 2250 Hz [see Fig. 10(a)] and 7500 Hz
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Fig. 10. Mean and standard deviation of variability by run for (a) ΔTL2250
m odel

(blue) and ΔTL2250
m ean (red) for CAS pulses (◦) and PAS pulses (�), and

(b) ΔTL7500
m odel (blue) and ΔTL7500

m ean (red) (�). In both plots, color indicates
the central TL used to calculate the variability (blue: model TL, red: mean TL).
Symbol fill indicates the AD test results: normally distributed (filled) or not
(hollow).

[see Fig. 10(b)] using both the modeled TL (blue symbols) and
the mean measured TL (red symbols), with the results of the
AD test for normality indicated by the symbol fill: The non-
Gaussian distributions are plotted as hollow symbols. Most of
the runs have a mean ΔTL that is within one standard deviation
of zero, regardless of the choice of central TL. According to
the AD statistic, 5 of 17 runs at 2250 Hz and 2 of 17 runs at
7500 Hz were not normally distributed. Some runs (e.g., r67 at
2250 Hz) were not normally distributed about either the model
or mean TL, while for other runs (e.g., r80 at 2250 Hz) the TL
was normally distributed about the mean TL curve, but not the
modeled TL curve. The mean ΔTL relative to the model TL
for all runs was −1.56 dB at 2250 Hz and 2.85 dB at 7500 Hz,
indicating that the model was overestimating loss at 2250 Hz and
underestimating TL at 7500 Hz. The mean standard deviations
for all runs were 3.2 dB (ΔTL2250

model), 4.2 dB (ΔTL7500
model),

3.1 dB (ΔTL2250
mean ), and 3.7 dB (ΔTL7500

mean ). It is interesting
that the standard deviations fell in a narrow range of 3.2–4.2 dB
regardless of the TL chosen for comparison, though they were
slightly higher at 7500 Hz (3.7–4.2 dB) than 2250 Hz (3.1–
3.2 dB).

Variability was explored in with respect to both time and
frequency. First, on each run, the TL variability at the two fre-
quencies (2250 and 7500 Hz) was compared using the KS test to
determine whether the observed ΔTL values were likely drawn
from the same distributions. Second, the KS test was used on
each pairwise combination of runs, to determine whether the ob-
served ΔTL values from different dates and times were likely
drawn from the same distributions.

For the first test, pairing up ΔTL values at different fre-
quencies on the same run, only runs r80 and r82 resulted in a

Fig. 11. Two-sample KS test results for pairs of runs: (a) ΔTL2250
m odel ,

(b) ΔTL7500
m odel , (c) ΔTL2250

m ean , and (d) ΔTL7500
m ean . Red lines separate the

different days on which the data were acquired. Squares colored black indicate
a rejection of H0 , that is, the observed values of ΔTL were not drawn from
the same distribution.

rejection of H0 , and the same result was obtained when using
either the model TL or mean TL was used as the central TL.
That is, the observed values of ΔTL were not likely drawn
from the same distribution at both 2250 and 7500 Hz for only 2
of 17 runs.

For the second test, pairing up ΔTL at the same frequen-
cies on different runs, the results are displayed graphically in
Fig. 11; a black square indicates that H0 was rejected (i.e.,
ΔTL was not drawn from the same distribution) for the pairing
of runs indicated by the intersection of the row and columns.
Fig. 11(a) and (b) shows the comparisons for ΔTL2250

model and
ΔTL7500

model while Fig. 11(c) and (d) shows the comparisons
for ΔTL2250

mean and ΔTL7500
mean . Most of the squares are white,

indicating that in most cases ΔTL was drawn from the same
distribution; however, when using the mean TL curve as the cen-
tral TL [see Fig. 11(c) and (d)], H0 was rejected slightly more
often (21% and 25% of the pairings at 2250 and 7500 Hz) than
when using the model TL curve as the central TL (Fig. 11(a)
and b, 13% and 23% of the pairings at 2250 and 7500 Hz).

C. Two-Way TL

Using the echo-repeated signal, comparisons were made of
the original and echo-repeated TL (TL1 and TL2 , respectively)
for the subset of runs with the highest target strength setting
(25 dB) and therefore the highest signal-to-noise ratio, which
were the runs on May 8 and 9 (r63, r64, r65, r67, r73, and r77).
Recall that only the 2250-Hz CAS or PAS pulses were echo-
repeated, and the echo-repeat was transmitted in one of two
configurations: Either ping pong mode, in which the 2250-Hz
original pulse was recorded and echo-repeated 20 s later during
the next pulse; or dual band mode, in which an out-of-band
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Fig. 12. TL (dB) as a function of range (km) for original pulses (TL1 ) and
echo-repeated pulses (TL2 ) for runs on May 8 and 9. The plots in the left
column are for the ping pong runs (a) r63, (c) r65, (e) r67, and (g) r73, and the
plots in the right column are for the dual band runs (b) r64, (d) r65, and (f) r77.

pulse centered at 3750 Hz was recorded and retransmitted within
500 ms at a reduced sampling rate equivalent to the 2250-Hz
pulse.

In a “frozen” ocean with colocated sources and receivers,
the two one-way transmission losses TL1 and TL2 should be
equal. For the echo-repeat experiments the colocated source
and receiver geometry is not quite achieved, as the echo-repeat
source is 3.5-m deeper than the LAMDA array receiver, and their
range separation is 75 m. Furthermore, on the ping pong mode
runs, the ship moves 40–50 m during the 20-s time between the
original pulse and the echo-repeated pulse.

Fig. 12 is a plot of TL1 and TL2 as a function of
range, arranged with the ping pong runs on the left [see
Fig. 12(a), (c), (e), and (g)] and the dual band runs on the
right [see Fig. 12(b), (d), and (f)]. For the dual band runs,
the TL1 and TL2 measurements have very different features:
Systematic offsets [see Fig. 12(b)], as well as probable nulls
and caustics appearing at different ranges for TL1 than for TL2
[see Fig. 12(b), (d), and (f)]. It is possible that the dual band
transmissions did not actually occur over reciprocal paths. Also,
the frequency-dependent scattering and losses distorted the dual
band signal significantly, and this distortion was subsequently
amplified and retransmitted at different frequencies than the
original signal during the echo-repeat process.

Given the apparent instability of the dual band echo re-
peat process, the statistical properties of the difference ΔTL=
TL1 − TL2 were examined only for the four ping pong runs
in Fig. 12. For the ping pong runs, the values of ΔTL were
normally distributed according to the AD test. For each run, the

mean value of ΔTL was within one standard deviation of zero,
and the mean standard deviation in ΔTL across all four ping
pong runs was 2.82 dB. For the KS test, there are six possible
pairings of the four ping pong runs; all but one pairing (r65 and
r73) were drawn from the same distribution. In light of the KS
test results, and after examining the plots of the ping pong TL
data in Fig. 12, it is possible that the nonreciprocal paths were
also a problem for the ping pong runs, in particular r63 and
r65. Therefore, even with the relatively small spatial deviation
from true reciprocity (75 m horizontally and 3.5 m in depth),
it appears to be unreasonable to compare TL1 to TL2 for the
geometry and pulse types used in this particular experiment.

IV. CONCLUSION

TL variability was examined on a variety of time scales for
three LFM waveform types: 2250-Hz 18-s pulses (900-Hz band-
width), 2250-Hz 0.5-s pulses (900-Hz bandwidth), and 7500-Hz
0.25 s pulses (1000-Hz bandwidth).

Two possibilities were examined for the choice of central TL
about which to measure the variability ΔTL: A mean value
and a modeled value. The mean TL curve was calculated from
the measured TL along each of two tracks by combining the
data into third-octave range bins. The modeled TL value was
calculated using measured bathymetry for each track, the mean
sound-speed profile, and representative range-independent bot-
tom properties. The TL data were tested for deviations from a
normal distribution about each type of central TL. In most cases
(65%–94% of the runs) the data were normally distributed re-
gardless of whether the modeled or measured TL was used for
comparison, and most of the runs (71%–88%) had mean values
of ΔTL that lay within one standard deviation of zero. In addi-
tion, statistical tests support the null hypothesis that most of the
TL data (75%–82% of possible pairings of data sets) were drawn
from the same underlying statistical distribution regardless of
central TL, pulse length, and frequency.

TL variability (ΔTL) was examined by calculating the dif-
ference between the observed TL for the ith measurement
TLi and the central TL value (i.e., ΔTLmean = TLmean − TLi

and ΔTLmodel = TLmodel − TLi). The variability was inves-
tigated at a variety of time scales: Milliseconds, tens of seconds,
one hour, one day, and six days. Over the shortest time scale
studied, which was the 250 ms between the 7500-Hz trigger
pulse and the 2250-Hz main pulse, the variability was 5–6 dB
after accounting for the frequency-dependent offset. The two-
way TL could have given some insight into the variability over
the 20 s between pulses; however, the propagation paths were
not truly reciprocal and therefore comparisons between TL1
and TL2 were not as useful as was hoped. During a 1-h run,
the variability was consistently ±4 dB, while over the timescale
of several hours from run to run, the variability was ±5 dB.
Over the course of the entire six-day period, the variability was
as large as ±10 dB for TL measurements at the same source–
receiver range.

The data were examined for effects of pulse length,
bathymetry, and bottom properties, and time of day. The TL was,
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on average, 1.6 dB lower for CAS pulses than for PAS pulses,
likely due to the larger relative coherence loss for the shorter
PAS pulses. The differing bathymetry and bottom composition
on the reverb and clutter tracks resulted in a difference in TL
at 2250 Hz, but not at 7500 Hz. However, the observed 4-dB
increase in TL on the clutter track compared to the reverb track
was only observed when averaging over the entire six-day data
set; consistent differences were not observed on individual runs,
suggesting that the shorter timescale changes in the water col-
umn dominated the observed TL curve for any particular run
and obscured the effects of the bathymetry and bottom compo-
sition. The time of day did not have any consistent effect on the
observed TL, in spite of the change from isospeed conditions
overnight to downward-refracting over the course of the day.

The very shallow water, mid-frequency study considered in
this paper is likely influenced more by boundary interactions
than earlier studies, therefore it is not surprising that the ob-
served variability is higher. The fact that the TL variability was
normally distributed regardless of choice of central TL implies
that, in the absence of extensive TL measurements for a partic-
ular operational area, it should be possible to provide reliable
sonar performance predictions based on propagation model cal-
culations using representative environmental inputs. Further-
more, the data presented here suggest that it is reasonable to
assume Gaussian statistics for TL variability when calculating
probabilities of detection at frequencies common in modern
anti-submarine warfare applications. Ideally, there should be
a connection between the timescales of dominant underlying
oceanographic processes and the magnitude of TL variability
over comparable timescales; however, the data set from TREX13
did not allow for such correlations to be made.
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